By using the cluster perturbation theory, we investigate the effects of the local electron-phonon interaction in the quantum spin Hall topological insulator described by the half-filled Kane-Mele model on an honeycomb lattice. Starting from the topological non trivial phase, where the minimal gap is located at the two inequivalent Dirac points of the Graphene, K and K , we show that the coupling with quantum phonons induces a topological-trivial quantum phase transition through a gap closing and reopening in the M point of the Brillouin zone. The average number of fermions in this point turns out to be a direct indicator of the quantum transition pointing out a strong hybridization between the two bare quasiparticle bands of the Kane-Mele model. By increasing the strength of charge-lattice coupling, the phonon Green's propagator displays a two peak structure: the one located at the lowest energy exhibits a softening that is maximum around the topological transition. Numerical simulations provide also evidence of several kinks in the quasiparticle dispersion caused by the coupling of the electrons with the bosonic lattice mode.
Topological insulators are one of the most active field of research in modern condensed matter physics. These materials are band insulators exhibiting a non-trivial topological band structure [1] [2] [3] . The distinct topological phases are described in terms of the values of a bulk invariant [3] determining the presence of gapless chiral edge modes, along with insulating behavior in the bulk.
The Integer Quantum Hall Effect (IQHE) was first described in terms of topological Chern number [4] : the value of this invariant describes the perfectly quantized transverse Hall conductance observed in the experiments [5] . Following the seminal paper by Haldane [6] , who introduced a tight binding model on the honeycomb lattice with broken Time Reversal (TR), it was realized that IQHE can occur even in the absence of a net magnetic flux, provided that TR symmetry is broken: this prototypical system belongs to the class of Chern insulators [12] [13] [14] [15] .
The field experienced an enormous progress following the works by Kane and Mele [7, 8] , Bernevig and Zhang [9] , which first theoretically predicted the existence of TR symmetry-protected topological band insulators in 2D, known as Quantum Spin Hall (QSH) insulators. In these systems, the possible topological phases are classified according to values of a Z 2 invariant [8, 10, 11] ; TR symmetry-protected helical (opposed chirality) pairs of edge modes are present and their number is related to the change in the value of Z 2 invariant at the edge by bulk-boundary correspondence [1, 8, 9] . QSH insulators were found to belong to DII topological class [12] [13] [14] [15] . Shortly after these works, the theory of QSH insulators was generalized to 3D [16] , and it was confirmed by a number of experimental findings [18, 19] . While topological insulators are described by oneparticle band theories, in recent years a great deal of work has been done to study the influence of electronic correlations in these systems. Various sophisticated formulations of topological invariants for the interacting case have been developed [20] [21] [22] : some of them allow the computation of the invariants starting from the Green's functions of the interacting system. During the last decade, a number of works on correlated topological insulators have focused on the effects of electron-electron (e-e) interactions: choosing well-estabilished bare topological band models as starting points, e-e interaction, modeled by means of Hubbard-like terms, have been considered [23, 24] . A thorough study of the stability of the topological insulating phase, as well as the full characterization of the phase diagrams in the presence of correlations, have been performed [30] [31] [32] . Furthermore, the search for interaction-induced topological phases, both with and without band-structure analogues [33] , has been carried out, and the existence of much more exotic topological phases has been proposed, e.g. fractional topological insulators [34, 35] .
Although the physics of topological insulators in the presence of Coulomb interactions is settled up to the level of finding better approximations or establishing exact phase borders by approximation-free methods [40] , the unavoidable electron-phonon coupling (EPC) in real materials requires investigation of its effects on the topological properties of all prototypical non-interacting models. Besides, in contrast to instantaneous Coulomb coupling, the EPC induces a retarded interaction with propagator having its own (phonon) frequency. This feature can be used to probe the typical energy scales involved into the formation of topological phase. Influence of EPC was studied both in the context of Graphene and Chern arXiv:1905.01383v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 3 May 2019 insulators [37, 38] , and in strongly correlated bosonic systems on dynamical lattices [36] . Furthermore, recent works [39] have shown that a different model for EPC, dependent both on quasi-particle and phonon momentum, can stabilize type II Dirac-Weyl cones in Lieb lattices, i.e. non trivial topological band structure due to polaron bands can occur.
Below, we study the effect of EPC on the topological properties of the Kane-Mele (KM) model of a QSH band insulator. It describes spin 1/2 fermions in the presence of a hopping contribution, an intrinsic spin-orbit coupling (SOC) term, and an additional Rashba SOC on a half-filled honeycomb lattice [7, 8] . In this paper we consider the Rashba spin-orbit interaction to be zero. The Hamiltonian can be obtained by considering two copies of the model introduced earlier by Haldane [6] , where the second-nearest neighbor hoppings for spin-↑ and -↓ electrons are complex valued and complex conjugate to each other. We will focus our attention on the case where next-nearest-neighbor spin-orbit hopping integral is purely imaginary, i.e. in the presence of the particlehole symmetry. Furthermore we describe the lattice dynamics by introducing on-site optical modes, coupled to fermions by means Holstein-type interaction term [38] .
We calculate the single particle Green's propagator in the thermodynamic limit by using the cluster perturbation theory (CPT). We choose the model parameter values such that the minimal gap of the bare topological insulator is located at the two inequivalent Dirac points of the Graphene, K and K , and we show that EPC induces a topological-trivial quantum phase transition through a gap closing and reopening in the M point of the Brillouin zone. By following Wang et al. [22] we compute the topological invariant via the parity eigenvalues of the fully interacting Green's function obtained at the time-reversal invariant momenta and zero energy. The numerical simulations show that, by varying the strength of EPC, the Z 2 invariant changes from one to zero just where the gap closes. Here a strong hybridization between the two bare quasiparticle bands of the KM model occurs. We show also that the average number of fermions at the M point of the Brillouin zone can be used as a specific indicator of the quantum phase transition. Furthermore: i) a splitting and a softening of the phonon Green's function are observed around the topological transition revealing the energy scale stabilizing the topological phase; 2) many kinks in the electron renormalized dispersion appear as direct consequence of the coupling between the charges and the lattice boson mode.
The model. The KM model [7, 8] describes spin-1/2 fermions on a honeycomb lattice, it is a prototypical model of QSH. It can be described in terms of two copies of the Haldane model, one for each value of the spin alonĝ z axis, with additional Rashba SOC term. Below, we take into account only the SOC component alongẑ, thus disregarding Rashba-type terms (they break the spin symmetry and the spatial inversion symmetry), and we fix the mass term of the Haldane model to be zero. Then the KM Hamiltonian reads:
where c † iσ (c iσ ) are fermionic creation (annihilation) operators, on the site i with spin σ, on the two sublattices (A, B), t 1 is the nearest-neighbor hopping element, t so is the strength of the second nearest neighbor SOC term, ξ iσ = ±1(∓1) respectively for hopping on the sublattice sites (A, B) and spin-↑ (spin-↓). As evident from (1), the phase choice in the SOC term ensures that the net magnetic flux through the honeycomb is zero. However, due to the fact that the phases for different spin values are complex-conjugate of each other, the SOC term can open a gap in the high-symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) of the honeycomb lattice without breaking TR symmetry. In what follows, we restrict to the case of particle-hole symmetry, i.e. we take φ = π/2 and fix the chemical potential to be zero. The KM model can be rewritten in the quasi-momentum space, introducing creation (annihilation) fermionic operator (a kσ , b kσ ) on each sublattice
, where s z is the spin operator alongẑ. As usual, we denote with σ = σ i , i = x, y, z Pauli matrices, and the quasi-momentum k = (k x , k y ) belongs to BZ. The vector h(k) is generally analogous to a 3D mag-
; in the presence of inversion symmetry, the field component alongẑ vanishes. The matrices (1, s z ) act on the space of the spin degree of freedom. The 4D Hamiltonian H(k), which is invariant under TR and inversion symmetry, can be written as a linear combination of SU(4) matrices Γ α = (σ x 1, σ y 1, σ z s x , σ z s y , σ z s z ) [3, 10, 30] . It can be readily diagonalized, through a unitary transformation, to give:
, where γ k,±,σ denote quasi-particle creation (annihilation)
operators and E k,± = h 2 so (k) + h 2 x (k) + h 2 y (k) are the two-fold degenerate quasi-particles energy bands. The SOC term, which is ∝ Γ 5 , opens a gap at Dirac points K, K . As long as the gap is open, the topological phases of KM can be classified according to the values of Z 2 invariant. We aim at describing the effects of the EPC on the topological properties of KM model (1) . Following a recent work [38] , we introduce the EPC by means of the Holstein model, which linearly couples the charge fluctuations to the displacement of on-site lattice vibrations: We employ shorthand notation d † i (d i ) for two different bosonic operators, which respectively create (annihilate) a phonon on the two (A, B) sublattice sites, n i indicates the electron number operator on the site i, ω 0 is the optical mode frequency, and g represents the strength of the coupling with lattice. We introduce also the dimensionless parameter λ = g 2 ω 0 /4t 1 . Here we restrict our attention to the case of half-filling, i.e. The results. The single particle Green's function G σ (k, z), where z = ω + iη lies in the complex upper half plane, is obtained by using the CPT. Due to the explicit s z conservation of the Hamiltonian, the Green's function is block-diagonal in spin-space, and, furthermore, G σ is a 2x2 matrix in the (A, B) sublattice basis. We emphasize that this does not mean that up and down spin electrons are decoupled. Indeed they interact with each other through the EPC. By using the unitary transformation introduced to diagonalize the Hamiltonian, it is straightforward to extract the Green's functions relative to the operators γ k,±,σ representing the quasiparticles in the absence of the EPC. In Fig. 1 we plot, for different values of the charge-lattice coupling, the density of states: DOS (∓,∓) (ω) = . At λ = 0, where A σ,(∓,∓) are delta functions peaked at E k,− and E k,+ , the two density of states exhibit Van Hove singularities and a finite gap due to the presence of spin-orbit coupling t so . In this case the two bands are completely separated, i.e. A σ,(−,−) (A σ,(+,+) ) is different from zero only at ω lower (greater) than µ. By increasing EPC the two bare bands of the KM model hybridize and the gap reduces. In particular the spectra point out that, near the Van Hove singularity, there is a stronger effective chargelattice coupling. At λ c = 0.1841, the gap closes and, then, by further increasing EPC, reopens and becomes larger and larger. Figures 2a and 2b show that, at the K point, the spectral weight functions exhibit a finite gap for any value of λ, i.e. the Dirac points of the Graphene, K and K , are not responsible of the behavior observed in the DOS. On the other hand, the plots in Fig. 2c , Fig. 2d and Fig. 3a point out that , by increasing the strength of EPC, the gap at M point reduces, closes exactly at λ c (here both the functions display a peak at µ) and reopens for λ > λ c . In particular, at λ c , we followed, within the hole sector and near M point, the dispersion of the lowest energy quasiparticle peak. Fig. 3b shows that, at the M point, a semimetal Dirac cone appears just at λ c . It is also worth mentioning the behavior of the average number of electrons, n (−,−) and n (+,+) , associated to the lower and upper bands of the bare KM model at the M and K points. They are obtained integrating the corresponding spectral weight function up to the chemical potential. Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d show that: i) n (−,−) (M) and n (+,+) (M) present a sharp discontinuity at λ c pointing out that they can be used as direct indicators of the quantum phase transition; ii) n (−,−) (K) and n (+,+) (K) exhibit a change of the sign of the second derivative at the value of λ where the gap at M point becomes less than the one at K point (see also Fig. 3a) . Furthermore the value, near 0.5, reached by all the average fermion numbers for λ > λ c , points out the strong hybridization, induced by EPC, between the two bare bands of the bare KM model. In order to shed light on the nature of the observed phase transition, we calculated the Z 2 topological index, that, in two dimensions and in the presence of timereversal invariance, characterizes topological band insulators. The Z 2 invariant, ν, in the presence of inversion symmetry, can be computed via the parity eigenvalues of the interacting Green's function, obtained within the CPT, at zero energy and the time-reversal invariant momenta Γ i . Here: i) Γ i satisfies the relation: −Γ i = Γ i +b, where b is a reciprocal-lattice translation vector; ii) the parity operator, i.e. the operator that interchanges the two sublattices and squares to the identity, is represented, in the sublattice basis, by the first Pauli-matrix, P = σ x . Indeed, simultaneously diagonalizing the two matrices P and G σ (Γ i , 0), and considering, for each of the four momenta Γ i , the eigenvalue of P , δ i , for the common eigenvector with a positive eigenvalue of G σ (Γ i , 0), it can be shown [22] 
A topological nontrivial phase (ν = 1) is associated with the occurrence of a TR-symmetry-protected pair of gapless edge modes on each edge, which takes quantized conductance. The inset in Fig. 3b points out that ν changes from one to zero just where the gap closes, i.e. at λ c . It confirms that at λ c a quantum phase transition, from topological to trivial insulator, occurs. Now we investigate the effects of the quantum transition on the lattice. To this aim, we emphasize that the exact integration of the phonon degrees of freedom, through path integral technique, leads to a retarded electronelectron interaction on the same sublattice (V 0 ). On the other hand, the effective interaction between two charge carriers obeys the Dyson equation [42, 43] :
, which defines the proper polarization insertion Π * i,j (q, z). Here i represents a pair of indexes: the first one indicates the sublattice and the other one the spin. At the lowest order Π * i,j (q, z) is the particle-hole bubble. The next step is to replace, in this lowest order diagram, the unperturbed electron Green's functions with the interacting Green's functions calculated within the CPT. This procedeure allows to obtain the effective interaction between two electrons and, then, the renormalized phonon propagator D i,j . We focus our attention on the spectral weight function
, an odd function, that, in the absence of EPC, is peaked at ω = ω 0 . In Fig. 4 we show that, by increasing λ, the spectral weight function displays a two-peak structure. Furthermore: i) the lowest energy peak softens with EPC; ii) the maximum softening occurs across the quantum phase transition (see inset of Fig. 4c) . It is well known that the doubling of the phonon peak occurs when the phonon frequency is close to electronic excitation which is strongly coupled to phonon [44, 45] . Hence, the retarded nature of the interaction induced by EPC with its own (phonon) frequency gives us a chance, which is absent in case of instantaneous Coulomb interaction, to pin down the characteristic energy scale stabilizing the topological phase, close to phonon energy within our set of parameters. Finally, in Fig. 4d we plot the hole peak dispersion, derived from the momentum distribution curves, along the K-Γ direction of the Brillouin zone, at different values of λ. It is evident the presence of many kinks, at λ = 0, caused by the coupling between the charges and the lattice vibrations.
Conclusion. We have highlighted the effects, induced by a local electron-phonon interaction, on the QSH topological insulator described by the half-filled KM model on an honeycomb lattice. By increasing EPC, a quantum phase transition, from topological to trivial insulator, is observed through a gap closing and reopening in the M point of the Brillouin zone. Here, when the gap is closed, a semimetal Dirac cone appears and a strong hybridization between the two bare quasiparticle bands of the KM model occurs. The abrupt change in the average number of fermions at the M point, the two peak structure and the softening of the phonon Green's function, and the presence of several kinks in the renormalized quasiparticle dispersion are other distinctive features of this topological quantum phase transition.
